Ghani Format Learning Method (GFLM) Helps Memorizing Difficult Facts

Pekan, 29 September – More than 300 PT3 and SPM candidates from Pekan and Kuantan getting the opportunity to learn note taking skill from Ghani Format Learning Method (GFLM).

Program was organised by East Coast Economic Region (ECER) involving six secondary schools which are SMK Seri Mahkota, SMK Tanjong Lumpur, SMK Sungai Soi, SMK Lepar, SMK Dato Mahmud Mat dan SMK Paloh Hinai and was also attended by Assessment Officer from Pahang State Education Department (JPNP).

GFLM was founded by Associates Professor Dr. Mohd Ghani Awang where he introduces techniques to simplify the complex facts to smaller unit that can be easily remember thus can help to answer question asked.

GFLM was introduced to schools in the east coast since 2007 through a workshop conducted by ECER. "In principle, this learning method focus on the sequence and identify essential point as stated in GFLM Chart which forms a new understanding method to this students in learning and memorizing difficult subject such as Biology, Chemistry, Science, History and others".
“In addition to that, we also have this GFLM notes and a collection of past SPM examination papers in printed form, CD as well as in GFLM website, for reference made easy,” he elaborates further.

Meanwhile, Noraziah Abdul Hamid, SMK Lepar teacher said, the introduced format really does help the student since it is easy to remember and very flexible to use.

“I really hope that GFLM being introduced to the teacher that specialise in teaching Chemistry, Biology and other difficult subject. GFLM Chart can be translated into teaching plan to those teacher thus can encourage the ‘Student Centered Approach’ to be use widely,” she added.